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1. Introduction 
The study of 4-manifolds which fibre as bundles over the circle benefits from 
both the 4-dimensional surgery techniques being developed by Freedman [9] and 
the methods of 3-dimensional topology, which may be applied to the fibre and the 
characteristic map. Unfortunately, there is yet no satisfactory fibration theorem in 
this dimension. (Indeed the most direct analogue in dimension 4 of the high 
dimensional fibration theorem of Farrell is false [31], cf. also [19].) We wish to give 
a homotopy approximation to such a theorem. Quinn announced a very general 
result about the homotopy fibre of a map from a PDm-complex (finitely dominated 
Poincar~ duality complex of formal dimension m) to a PD,,-complex being itself a 
PD,,_n-complex, provided it is finitely dominated. (Gottlieb has since then given a 
very nice proof in the case when all the spaces are homotopy equivalent to finite 
complexes [12]. By taking products with odd dimensional spheres to kill the 
finiteness obstructions we may then reduce the general case to the case when the 
map is the projection of a Cartesian product onto a simply connected spherical 
factor, which follows easily from the Kiinneth theorem.) We shall consider only the 
case of a map fiom a PD4-complex to the circle, and we shall replace the condition 
that the homotopy fibre is finitely dominated by more special algebraic onditions, 
which however are easier to check. Our assumptions suffice to show that, modulo 
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the 5-dimensional s-cobordism theorem, each spun fibred classical knot is deter- 
mined (as an unoriented TOP locally flat submanifold of S 4) by its group together 
with a weight class. 
In lower dimensions Quinn's result can be established under assumptions on the 
fundamental group alone. When his conclusion holds we shall say that the domain 
of the map PD-fibres over the codomain. It is clear that the only connected 
PD2-complexes that PD-fibre nontrivially are those homotopy equivalent o the 
torus or the Klein bottle. A connected PD3-complex E PD-fibres over the circle if 
and only if there is a homomorphism from 7rl(E) to Z whose kernel is almost 
finitely presentable, while it PD-fibres over a closed surface if and only if either 
/31(E) > 0 and 3TI(E ) has an infnite cyclic normal subgroup with quotient torsion 
free or of  order 2, or if ~rl(E) is finite cyclic. To see this note that in each case 
either 7rl(E) has one end, so E is aspherical [30, Ch. 4] and [27] or [15] applies, 
or ~ra(E) has two ends and [30, Theorem 4.4] applies, or E fibres over S 2 or RP 2. 
In all cases E is homotopy equivalent to a closed 3-manifold which is a fibre bundle 
over the circle or over a closed surface. (It is not difficult to extend the arguments 
to the relative case, to give criteria for a PD3-complex pair (E, OE) to PD-fibre.) 
Our approach in the 4-dimensional case is to show that the homotopy fibre F of 
a map f :  E -~ S 1 satisfies Poincar6 duality with local coefficients, by modifying the 
arguments used by Barge in establishing duality with constant coefficients [1, 2]. 
The fundamental  group 7TI(F  ) = ker( f .  : ~-I(E) ~ 7r1(S 1) = Z)  must then be almost 
finitely presentable, by a result of  Brown [5]. If moreover P is finitely dominated, 
then H . (F ;  Z)  is finitely generated, and it follows from the Wang sequence for F 
that we must have x(E)  - O. In addition to these conditions we need at present he 
further assumptions that either ker(J ,)  is free or that E is a closed 4-manifold and 
f .  maps the centre of 7rj (E)  nontrivially to Z. Since ker(f . )  is then finitely presentable 
(in either case), if F satisfies duality with local ~coefficients, then it must be finitely \ 
dominated, by a result of  Browder [4]. When., ker(J ,)  is free, F is homotopy 
equivalent o a connected sum of copies of S 1 x )~2 and S 1 ~ S 2 (the nonorientable 
S 2 bundle over S~). In this case E is simple homot0py equivalent to a PL 4-manifold 
which is a fibre bundle over the circle. In general we may recover E (up to homotopy 
type) as the mapping torus of a self homotopy equivalence of F. 
Section 1 is algebraic. Here we adapt and extend the work of [2] in setting up 
'Muality" maps in the equivariant (co)homology of covering spaces. In Section 2 
we prove that these duality maps are isomorphisms, in each of the two situations 
mentioned above. We shall also outline the proof  of a TOP fibration theorem for 
4-manifolds with fundamental  group a "large" virtually torsion free solvable group. 
In Section 3 we apply these results to the study of 2-knots. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
Let (3 be a group with a normal subgroup H such that the quotient G/H is 
infinite cyclic, and fix an element of G whose image generates G~ H. Let a : H -, H 
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be the automorphism determined by c~(h)= tht i for all h in H. Let F=Z[G] ,  
@-Z[H]  and A =Z[t ,  t 1]. (Note that Barge uses A to denote a subring of Q 
[2].) Unless otherwise stated, all modules over these rings shall be left modules. 
The automorphism c~ of H extends to a ring automorphism (also denoted by a) of 
@, and the ring F may then be viewed as a twisted Laurent extension, F = @~[t, t 1]. 
The ring A is the quotient of F by the 2-sided ideal generated by {h - 1 ]h in H}, 
while as a left module over itself @ is isomorphic to F /F ( t -1 )  and so may be 
viewed as a left F-module. (Note that c~ is not a module automorphism unless t is 
central.) I f  w:G-~ Z ×= {±1} is a homomorphism, we may define anti-involutions 
on the group rings F and @ by ~-- w(g)g i for all g in G. If  L is a left F-module 
let/2 be the right F-module with the same underlying abelian group and F-structure 
given by ly = ~1 for all y in F and l in L. (Likewise a right F-module R gives rise 
to a left F-module/~, so that/~ = R, and similarly for modules over @.) 
If  M is a F-module, let )~/ denote the underlying @-module, and let ]~/= 
Home(~/ ,  @). Then ]~/ is a right @-module via ( f~) (m)=f (m)~b for all ~b in @,f  
in M and m in M. If M-F ,  then /~ is also a left F-module via (&fff)((t  s ) -  
~c~ ~(d))f(t ~ r) for all f in/~, qS, s c in @ and r, s in Z. As the left and right actions 
commute,/~ is a (/7, @)-bimodule. We may describe this bimodule more explicitly. 
Let @[It, t 1]] be the set of doubly infinite power series ~ tnqS,, with qS,, in @ for 
all n in Z, with the obvious right @-module structure, and with the left F-module 
structure given by 4>tr(~ tnqSn)=}~ t"+"C~ .. . . .  (&)~bn for all qS, qS, in @ and r in Z. 
(Note that even if H = 1, so @ = Z, this module is not a ring in any natural way.) 
Then the map j : /~  @[It, t 1]] given by j ( f )  =Z t" f ( t ' )  for all f in/~ is a (F, @)- 
bimodule isomorphism. (Indeed, it is clearly an isomorphism of right @-modules, 
and we have defined the left F-structure on/~ by pulling back the one on @[[t, t 1]].) 
Given f in ]Q we may define a map TMf: m ~ I" by (TMf) (m) (t ~) -- f (  t "m) for 
all m in M and n in Z. It is routine to check that TMf is F-linear, and that 
TM:]~I--" Homr(M, /~)  is an isomorphism of abelian groups. (it is clearly a 
monomorphism, and if g:M ~ F is F-linear, then g -  TMf where f(rn) g(m)(1) 
for all m in M. In fact if we give Homr(M, /~)  the natural right @-module structure 
by (~qS)(m)-  tx(m)q5 for all q5 in @, F-linear maps /x :M~/~ and m in M, then 
TM is an isomorphism of right @-modules.) Thus we have a natural equivalence 
T: Home(  -°, @)~Homr( - , /~)  of functors from ((Modr))  to ((Mode)). If C,  is a 
chain complex of left F-modules, then T induces natural isomorphisms from 
H*( ( , ;  @)=H*(Home(C, ,  @)) to H* (C , ; /~)=H*(Homr(C , , /~) ) .  In par- 
ticular, since the forgetful functor -~ is exact and takes projectives to projectives 
there are isomorphisms from Ext*(M, @) to Ext*(M,/~) which are functorial in M. 
We now define a Z-linear map e:A @[" ~ F by e(t" @f)= t ' f ( t")  for all f in 
/~ and n in Z If  we give A ®/~ the diagonal eft F-module structure by 4)t~'(t~@f) = 
tr+'@(ot'ffor all f in/~, & in @ and r, s in Z, then e is F-linear. We may use e to 
define cross products in cohomology. Let A ,  be a A-chain complex and B, a 
F-chain complex and give the tensor product A ,  @ B,  the total grading and differen- 
tial, and the diagonal F-structure. Then there are cross products from HP(A, ;  A)@ 
H°(B ,  ;/~) to H p+q (A,  ® B, ;  F). I f  we take A ,  to be a projective resolution of the 
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A-module L and B,  to be a projective resolution of the F-module M, we obtain 
cross products from Ext , (L ,  A)@Extq-(M,/~) to Ext}<+q(L@M, F). In particular, 
if L=Z we have Z®M=M as F-modules and Ext~(Z,A)~Z, and so we obtain 
maps from Extq-(M,/<) to Extq-+~(M, F) which are functorial in M. Similarly if A ,  
is the chain complex concentrated in degrees 0 and 1 with Ao = A1 = A ,  and 81 : A1 -+ 
A0 given by multiplication by t -  1, then there is a chain homotopy equivalence of 
A ,@ B, with B, ,  and we obtain maps from Hq(B,; F) to gq+l(B,; F) which are 
functorial in B, .  
Suppose now that B, is a free F-chain complex such that B j -0  for j<0  and 
Ho(B,)-Z. Then the quotient map from B0 onto Ho(B,) factors through A, and 
there is a chain homomorphism e, from B,  to the above complex A , .  Let ~7 be 
the class in HI(B, ; A) = HI(HomI.(B,, A)) represented by ej : B1 ~ A. Then 7/ is 
the image of a generator of H i (A ,  ; A) (= Ext~ (Z, A )) ~ Z. Now we may also obtain 
"oastheimageofageneratorofH°(B,;Z)={A:Bo-+Z]Aisqo-linearandAOl 0}= 
Z under the analogous pairing from Extl~(Z, A)@ H°(/~,; Z)  to H~(B,;  A) of [2]. 
As Ext!~ (Z, A) ~ Extl~ (Z, A)@ H°(/~, ; Z) ~ Z, our pairing Ext ~(Z, A)@ 
He(B,; F)-+Hq+I(B,; F) factors through H i (B , ;  A)@Hq(B,; F) and we may 
identify our degree raising maps from Hq(B,; ~) to Hq+I(B,; F) as those given 
by cup product with r 1. 
3. The main results 
Let E be a connected cell-complex with x(E)= 0 and let f :  E-+ S 1 be a map 
which induces an epimorphism f , from G= ~rl(E) to Z = ~rl(S ~) with kernel H. 
We may identify the homotopy fibre o f f  with F E x s, R {(x, y) in E x R If(x) = 
e2=iy}, the covering space of E with group H. The covering group is generated by 
~:F-->F where ~(x,y)=(x,y+l) for all (x,y) in F, and we can recover E up to 
homotopy type as the mapping torus of (/5. 
Let C,  be the cellular chain complex of the universal covering space /~, with the 
left F-structure determined by the action of the covering group G. If  E is an 
orientable PD4-complex, then there are Poincar~ duality isomorphisms from 
H P(C, ; F) to U 4 p(C,) given by cap product with a generator [E ] of H4( C, @I.Z) 
Z. (See [30]. Note that HP(C,;F)=HP(Homr(C,;F)) is naturally a right F- 
module.) Since G is infinite H°( C,  ; F) = 0, and since/~ is 1-connected H3(C, ; F) = 
0 also. If  H is finite, then there is a finite cover which has fundamental group Z. 
It then follows by Milnor duality that /~ is homotopy equivalent o S 3 (cf. [17, 
Theorem 2]). Hence F =/~/H is a PDs-complex by [30]. Henceforth we shall assume 
that H is infinite and almost finitely presentable. Then G has one end, so 
HI(C,;F)=O, and the only nonzero homology modules are Ho(C,)-Z and 
II H2(C,) ~r2(E). 
Since Hj (C, @,.A ) = H~ (F; Z)~ H/H' is finitely generated as an abelian group, 
Homr(H~(C,@cA) ,A)  =0. An elementary computation then shows that 
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HI (c ,  ; A) is infinite cyclic, and generated by the class r/ introduced in the previous 
section. By Poincar6 duality for g with coefficients A the abelian group H3(F; Z)  = 
H3(~,  ®rA ) is infinite cyclic, generated by the class [ F] = .7 c~ [ E ]. Thus/4,. (F; Z)  = 
Hi (C,®,~Z) = Hi(G,  ®rA)  is finitely generated over Z and so is a torsion A- 
module, except perhaps when i 2. On extending coefficients to Q(t), the field of 
fractions of A, we may conclude that H2(C',@rA) has rank x (E)=0,  and so is 
also a torsion A-module. Poincar4 duality and the Universal Coefficient spectral 
sequence then imply that H2(C',@~.A)~ Ext!~(Hx(C,®cA), A), and so is finitely 
generated and torsion free over Z. Therefore F satisfies Poincar6 duality with 
coefficients Z, i.e. cap product with IF]  maps HP(CT,; Z)  isomorphically to 
H3 p(C,@a~Z)-H3 , (C ,@cA) .  
By standard properties of cap and cup products, to show that F satisfies Poincar6 
duality with coefficients q~, i.e. that cap product with [F] gives isomorphisms from 
HP(d , ;  ~)  to H3 p(d , )  it shall suffice to show that the map *Tp from He(d , ;  4)) - 
He(C , ; /~)  to HP+I(C, ;  F) given by cup product with *7 is an isomorphism, for 
all p, cf. [2]. There is nothing to prove when p = 0 or p > 4, for both modules are 
then 0. It remains to be shown that HP(C,; qS)-0 if p=2 or 4, and that .71 and 
*73 are isomorphisms. 
It is clear that Hp(C,)=12Ip, where Hp-H~,(C,) .  The cohomology modules 
H ' ( (~,  ; 4)) and He(C,  ; F) may be "computed" via Universal Coefficient spectral 
sequences, whose E~'* columns are nonzero only for p 0 or 2. In particular, 
H I (c , ,  ~)~ ~ and if • Exte(Z, @), Homr(H,F )=0,  then H2(C, ;F )~Ext i . (Z ,F ) .  
Cup product with *7 determines maps between these spectral sequences which are 
compatible with the corresponding maps between the cohomology modules. 
The E °* terms of these spectral sequences involve only the cohomology of the 
groups G and H, and the maps between them may be identified with the maps 
arising in the LHS spectral sequence for G as an extension of Z by H. In 
particular since H is finitely generated HJ (H;F )=A@HI(H;~)  and so 
HI (G/H;  H1(H; F)) = H i (H ;  @) = Ext~t,(Z, ~).  I f  moreover H is almost finitely 
presentable, then H2(H;  F) = A @H2(H; ~), so H°(G/H;  H2(H; F ) ) -  O. It then 
follows that the map from Ext~(Z, @) to Ext)-(Z, F) is an isomorphism, and so .71 
is an isomorphism if Hom/-(H, F )= 0. 
At this point it becomes convenient to impose further restrictions on the group 
G and subgroup H. We shall consider separately two cases. 
Theorem 1. Let E be a connected PD4-complex with x (E )  = 0 and let H be a normal 
subgroup of G = TrI(E) which is free of finite rank #, and such that G/  H =Z Then 
the covering space F with group H is homotopy equivalent to #~ S ix  S 2 if Wl(E)[H 
is trivial, and to #~ S t f< S 2 otherwise• Moreover E is simple homotopy equivalent to 
a closed PL 4-maniJbld which is a fibre bundle over the circle. 
Proof. We shall suppose first that E is orientable. Since H is finitely generated free, 
c.d. H 1 and c.d. G = 2. By the argument of [17, Theorem 6] Poincar6 duality for 
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E with coefficients F gives an isomorphism of left F-modules from H to Ext , (Z,  F).  
(This uses the assumption that x(E)= 0.) Hence Extq.(H, F )~Z if q = 2 and is 0 
otherwise. In particular, rh is an isomorphism, by the remarks above. Moreover 
Ext~-(Z, F)  ~ Ext~(Z, cO), and the isomorphism is one of right c0-modules, so we 
also have Extq,(/7, cO) ~ Extq(Ext~,(Z, cO), cO) ~ Z if q = l and is 0 otherwise. From 
the spectral sequence for H* (C ,  ; cO) we then find that H2(C ,  ; cO) = H4(C, ; cO) = 0 
and H3(C , ;  cO)~Z. Therefore C ,  is chain homotopy equivalent (over cO) to a 
complex which is concentrated in degrees 0, 1, 2 and 3. It then follows that the map 
from H3(C,; cO) to H3(C,; Z) induced by the augmentation of cO onto Z is onto, 
and so is an isomorphism, as each module is isomorphic to Z. Similarly the map 
from H4(C,; F) to H4(C,; A) induced by the projection of F onto A is also an 
isomorphism. There is a commutative square 
H3(C , ;  4)) , H4(C , ;  F)  
HS(C, ;Z)  ~ H4(C, ;A)  
in which the vertical maps are the isomorphisms just described and the horizontal 
maps are given by cup product with ~. As remarked earlier, H , (C ,  @FA) is finitely 
generated over Z and so the lower map is an isomorphism [2]. Therefore the upper 
map ~/3 is also an isomorphism, and so F is a PDs-complex. 
I f  E is not orientable, let E + be the orientable 2-fold covering space, with group 
G +, and let F + be the induced covering space of F, with group H + = H c~ G +. Then 
[H:  H +] ~< 2, so H + is finitely generated and free, and G+/H += Z. Therefore F + 
is an orientable PD3-complex, by the argument above. Since F either equals F + or 
is the quotient of F + by a free involution, it is also a PD3-complex (although 
nonorientable in the latter case). 
Since H is free,/~o(H) = Wh(H)  = 0 [29] and so F is a finite simple PD3-complex. 
Hendriks has shown that a PD3-complex P is determined up to homotopy type by 
its fundamental group, orientation character wl(P) and by a class ,r(P) in 
H3(~'1(P); Z)  (where 2 has the wl(P)-twisted Z[~l(P)]-structure) [13]. Therefore 
F is homotopy equivalent o #~ S ~ x S 2 if it is orientable, and to #~ S 1 ~ S 2 = S ~ ~< 
$2#(#~ 1 S 1 x S ~-) otherwise. Now any self homotopy equivalence of #'~ S ~ x S 2 (or 
of #"  S ~ ~ S 2) is homotopic to a PL-homeomorphism which is unique up to isotopy 
[20]. Therefore E is homotopy equivalent o the mapping torus of such a homeo- 
morphism. Finally any such homotopy equivalence is simple, as G is in Waldhausen's 
class C1 [29] and so Wh(G)= 0. 
The result quoted from [17, Theorem 6] requires only that c.d. G = 2. However 
this apparent weakening of the condition on G is spurious in the present context, 
for an almost finitely presentable normal subgroup of infinite index in a group of 
cohomological dimension 2 must be free [3, Corollary 8.6]. 
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An evident consequence of Theorem 1 is that C ,  is chain homotopy equivalent 
(over q)) to a 4)-chain complex which is concentrated in degrees ~<3. (This is not 
true over F, since H4(C,  ; F) ~ No(C , )  -- Z.) In our second theorem we shall guaran- 
tee this 3-dimensionality by assuming that E is a manifold. (Note that the theorem 
of Strebel [26] which guarantees such a result when E is an aspherical PD,-complex 
is by no means trivial.) 
Theorem 2. Let E be a closed connected 4-manifold with x(E)=0 and let H be a 
normal subgroup of G = 7rl(E) which does not contain the centre of G, and such that 
G~ H = Z. Then the covering space F with group H is a PD3-complex. 
Proof. (It shall again suffice to assume that E is orientable.) Let t be a central 
element of G which is not in H and let G1 be the subgroup generated by t and H. 
Then G1 is isomorphic to H x Z and has finite index in G. Thus by passing to a 
finite cover we may assume that G = H x Z. (It follows immediately that H is finitely 
presentable.) Since F is an open 4-manifold it is smoothable [23], and so is homotopy 
equivalent to a 3-dimensional cell complex. Therefore C,  is chain homotopy 
equivalent (over qs) to a complex which is concentrated in degrees 0, 1, 2 and 3. 
In particular, H4(~' ,  ; (/)) = 0. 
We may localize the ring F with respect to the central multiplicative system 
S = {(t - 1)" I n ~> 1}. Arguing as in [14, 16], we find that Hs is a stably free Fs-module 
of rank x(E)=0,  and so is 0. Moreover Hom;,(H, F)  embeds in Homr( / / ,  Fs)= 
Homc(lls, Fs) = 0 and so is also 0. (It follows that we again have / /~ Ext~-(Z, F)  = 
H2(G; F). In [14] this cohomology module was assumed to be 0 and so the 4- 
manifolds considered there were aspherical.) Hence ~1 is again an isomorphism• 
To handle the remaining entries, we shall relate F and /~ by an exact sequence 
whose other terms are (partially) divisible, cf. [1]. Here we shall identify /~ with 
q)[[t, t 1]] via the map j  introduced in the previous section. Define a F-l inear map 
T:Fs - ,F  by T(y/p(t))  = 7(Lexpo(1/p(t))-Lexpo~(1/p(t))) for all y in F and p(t)  
in S, where Lexp~(f(t))  means the Laurent expansion of f at z. (Since the 
denominators p(t) may all be assumed to be powers of t - 1, it is easy to make these 
expansions explicit. In particular T(y / ( t -1 ) ) - -y~ t'.) Then T(Fs) is the S- 
torsion F-submodule of/~, so S2 = coker(T) is S-torsion free. It is easily verified 
that ( t -1 ) /~  =/~, and hence that ( t -1)S2 = S2. Therefore t -1  acts invertibly on ~2, 
and so S2s = S2. Thus there is a 4-term exact sequence of F-modules 
F 
O-* F-* Fs ~ f'-> J2-~ O 
in which two of the terms are S-divisible. (Note that neither F nor/~ are Fs-modules.) 
The localized complex C,s is contractible, since Zs-Hs=O.  Therefore 
H*(C , ;  Fs)~-H*(C,s; ls)=O and H*(C , ;  S2)=H*(C ,s ;  S2s)=O and so 
H" (C , , /~)  and ,,+1 ~ ° . • H ( C ,  ; F)  are isomorphic for all n. In particular, H - (C , ,  @) = 
H2(C, ;F )=H3(C, ;F )=O and H3(C, ;¢ )~H4(C, ;F ) -Z .  As (~, is chain 
homotopy equivalent o a 3-dimensional complex, the map from H3(C,; t])) to 
H3(C ,  ; Z)  induced by the augmentation of  4) onto Z is surjective. As remarked 
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earlier, cap product with [F] maps H3(C, ;  Z)  onto Ho(C,G,~Z)~Z.  Since the 
composed map from H3(C . ;  4~)~Z to Z=Ho(C. )  may also be viewed as cap 
product with [F], we conclude that the latter map is an isomorphism. Thus the 
space F satisfies Poincar6 duality with coefficients 45. Since ~-I(F)= H is finitely 
presentable, F is then finitely dominated, by a theorem of Browder [4], and so F 
is a PD3-complex. 
We shall let e(H) denote the number of ends of a finitely generated group/4. 
Corollary. Let E be a closed connected 4-manifoM with X(E)=0 and let H be a 
finitely generated normal subgroup of G = 7rl(E) such that G /H  = Z. I f  e(H)-= O, 
then H is a finite group with cohomological period dividing 4. / f  e (H)= 1 and G has 
a nontrivial torsion free abelian normal subgroup, then E is aspherical, and so G is a 
PD4-group. l f  e (H)= 2, then H = Z, Z@(Z/2Z)  or (Z /2Z)*  (Z /2Z) .  
Proof. I f  e (H)=0,  then H is finite, and acts freely on /~, which is homotopy 
equivalent to S 3 (as remarked earlier), and so the first assertion holds. If  e(H) = 1 
and G has a nontrivial torsion free abelian normal subgroup, then H' (G;  Z IG])  = 0 
for s<~2 and so E is aspherical by [16, Theorem 2]. I f  e (H)=2,  then H is an 
extension of Z or (Z /2Z)  * (Z /2Z)  by a finite normal subgroup, and it is not hard 
to see that the group of outer automorphisms Out(H) is finite. Therefore the centre 
of G is not contained in H, so the covering space F with group H is a PD3-complex, 
by Theorem 2. The final assertion then follows from [30, Theorem 4.4]. K1 
Is E still aspherical if e(H)= 1 but G has no nontrivial torsion free abelian 
normal subgroup? 
Every finite group H with cohomological period dividing 4 is the fundamental 
group of some (finitely dominated) PD3-complex, say XH (Swan, cf. [30]). The 
product E ,  -= 3; ,  x S 1 is a finite complex which fibres over S ~. (1 am indebted to 
the referee for this observation.) When is EH homotopy equivalent to a 4-manifold? 
In [19 and 31] there are examples of 4-manifolds atisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2, with H finite and nontrivial, which are simple homotopy equivalent to 
cartesian products S * x (53/H)  but which do not fibre over the circle. (The argument 
of [19] assumes the validity of the 3-dimensional Poincar6 conjecture.) If the 
fundamental group is sufficiently nice, it is possible to prove a TOP fibration theorem. 
(We shall only sketch the proof.) 
Theorem 3, Let E be a closed connected 4-manifold with x( E) = 0 and with G = 7r l (E  ) 
a virtually torsion free solvable group, and let f :  E-~ S 1 be a map which induces an 
epimorphism f , from G to Z with finitely generated kernel H. Then G is virtually 
poly-Z, and is torsion free and of Hirsch length 4 if e( H)= 1. In the latter case f is 
homotopic to the projection of a fibre bundle if the surgery obstruction maps from 
[SiK(H, 1), G/TOP]  to Li+3(H, wH) are all isomorphisms. 
Proof. Since H is virtually solvable it has finitely many ends, and since G is virtually 
torsion free solvable it has a nontrivial torsion free abelian normal subgroup. 
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Therefore the above corollary applies. (Note that a virtually solvable PD4-group is 
torsion free and virtually poly-Z of Hirsch length 4, by [3, Theorem 9.23].) The 
rest of the argument is as in [17, Theorem 1]. [3 
The assumption on the surgery obstruction maps is surely always true when H 
is a torsion free virtually poly-Z group. (It holds if H is poly-Z or is virtually 
nilpotent, cf. [17].) 
4. Applications 
If K:S  2---> S 4 is a TOP locally flat 2-knot with group G = 771(8 4 -  K(S2)), then 
the closed 4-manifold M(K)  obtained by surgery on K is orientable and has 
fundamental group G and x(M(K) ) -O .  Since G is a knot group G/G'=Z and 
G'/G" is of finite rank as an abelian group. If K is obtained by spinning a fibred 
classical knot, then G' is free and so Theorem 1 applies. If K is obtained by twist 
spinning a classical knot, then the centre of G is not contained in G' and so Theorem 
2 applies. It is well known of course that in either case M(K)  fibres over S 1. We 
would like to characterize such knots in terms of group theoretic invariants alone. 
Every (2-)knot K is determined up to "Gluck reconstruction" and change of 
orientations by its exterior, which is in turn determined by M(K)  together with a 
weight class in G [17]. Our theorems give us much information on the homotopy 
type of M(K) ,  for certain groups G. Recovering the topological type of M(K)  is 
then a problem of surgery. Thus obtaining such a characterization is contingent 
upon exactness of 4-dimensional surgery sequences over such groups being estab- 
lished. (In fact we need only the 5-dimensional s-cobordism theorem.) 
Theorem 4. Let K be a TOP locally flat 2-knot such that the commutator subgroup 
of the knot group G is free. Suppose that 5-dimensional s-cobordisms with group (3 
are TOP products. Then K is fibred, and is determined up to "Gluck reconstruction" 
and change of orientations by G together with a weight class. 
Proof. Suppose that Kx is another such knot with group G. Then by Theorem 1 
there is a simple homotopy equivalence f from M(K1) to M(K) .  Now G is square 
root closed accessible, so abelianization induces an isomorphism from Ls(G) to 
Ls(Z) ~Z (by [7]). Therefore Ls(G) acts trivially on STop(M(/()) and the surgery 
sequence is exact (cf. [17]). Hence f is homotopic to a homeomorphism. With the 
discussion above (given in more detail in [17]) this proves the theorem. [~ 
When K is a spun fibred classical knot, the statement of the theorem may be 
simplified, for a spun knot is -amphicheiral [ 11 ] and is determined (up to orientation) 
by its exterior [10]. In particular, if K is a spun torus knot, it is invertible as well 
as amphicheiral, and we need not consider orientations at all. A problem of interest 
here which was raised by Neuwirth [21, Problem P] and is still open is: Which 
groups (3 are the groups of fibred classical knots? Rapoport has observed that apart 
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from the groups of the trefoil and figure eight knots there are just two groups G 
with G' free of rank 2 and G/G'mZ [24]; as they each have weight 1 and deficiency 
1, they are 2-knot groups. So also is the group presented by (x, Y l ~, " 2 x-v-x = y), which 
Ratclitte has shown to be the group of a fibred knot in the Seifert homology 3-sphere 
v(2,  3, 11), but not the group of any classical knot [25]. 
The groups of (spun) torus knots also satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. More 
generally, if the group G of a 2-knot K contains a nontrivial torsion free abelian 
normal subgroup A, and if G'  is finitely generated, then by [16 and 18] either M(K) 
is aspherical or A ~ G' = 1, A is central and G' is finite or has infinitely many ends. 
If moreover G'  is almost finitely presentable, then the infinite cyclic covering space 
M(K)' is a PD3-complex, by [16, Theorem 12] in the former case and by the results 
above (especiMly Theorem 2) in the latter case. It remains an open question as to 
whether a PDg-complex X, such that 7r~(X) has infinitely many ends, must be a 
connected sum [30]. I f  G'  is not a generalized free product with amalgamation over 
a proper finite subgroup (e.g. if G'  is torsion free or if it is a 3-manifold group), 
then M(K)' is homotopy equivalent to a connected sum of orientable PD3- 
complexes, each of which is either aspherical, elliptical (finitely covered by a 
PD3-complex homotopy equivalent to S 3) or S ~ x S e, by a theorem of Tura'ev [28]. 
If K is fibred, then the closed fibre is the connected sum of irreducible 3-manifolds, 
in an essentially unique way. 
We may ask whether the knot factors are in a related way. Any factorization of 
K as a sum of knots leads to a factorization of G', since G(KI#K~)'= 
G(K~)' * G(K2)'. Moreover if G'  is indecomposable, then K must be irreducible, 
since Freedman has shown that any 2-knot with group Z (and hence trivial commu- 
tator subgroup) is TOP unknotted [9]. It then follows easily from the Grushko- 
Neumann theorem that if G'  is finitely generated, then K has a finite factorization 
as a sum of irreducible knots. Moreover if G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 
1 or 2, so do the groups of  the factors of K. Note that if G'  is finite, or if G is a 
PD4-group, then the knot is irreducible. The connected sum of fibred knots is fibred; 
however it is yet not known whether the factors of  a fibred 2-knot need be fibred. 
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